## DC Blue Dimmer List

### Lutron
- **MAESTRO:** MRF2-6ND  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - (DO NOT RECOMMEND MALV-600)
- **NOVA:** NTLV-600  
  - 0.1-1%  
  - HE TRIM
- **HOMEWORKS QS:**  
  - RPM-4U  
  - HQRD-10ND  
  - HQRD-6ND  
  - HQRD-6CL (H2)  
  - HQRA-6CL (H2)  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - (DO NOT RECOMMEND RPM-4A)  
  - (DO NOT SHARE WITH OTHER LOADS)  
  - HE TRIM  
  - (DO NOT RECOMMEND 6NA)
- **HOMEWORKS:**  
  - HxD-6ND  
  - HW/LP RPM -4U-120*  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - HE TRIM
- **RADIO RA2:**  
  - RRD-10ND  
  - RRD-6CL(R3)  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - (DO NOT RECOMMEND 6NA)
- **GRAFIK EYE QS:**  
  - QSGRJ-3P  
  - QSGRJ-4P  
  - QSGRJ-6P  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - HE TRIM
- **GRAFIK EYE 3000:**  
  - HWI-WPM-6D-120  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - HE TRIM
- **STANZA:**  
  - SZ-6ND  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - HE TRIM
- **PHPM-PA**  
  - FORWARD-PHASE ONLY  
  - PHPM-PA-120-FF-WH-CPN6366  
  - PHPM-PA-DV-FF-WH-CPN6366  
  - 0.1-1%*  
  - HE TRIM  
  - USE WITH UP & RP
- **WIRELINK SCENEPOINT DIMMER:**  
  - DS15TE-AWYA  
  - 0.1%*  
  - HE TRIM
- **RADIALINK SCENEPOINT DIMMER:**  
  - RD15TE-AWYA  
  - 0.1%*  
  - HE TRIM

### Forbes & Lomax
- **ROTARY DIMMER:**  
  - FLRLV603-P  
  - 0.1%

### Vantage
- **STANDARD DIMMER MODULE:**  
  - SDM12-EM  
  - 0.1%  
  - HE TRIM
- **WIRELINK SCENEPOINT DIMMER:**  
  - DS15TE-AWYA  
  - 0.1%  
  - HE TRIM
- **RADIALINK SCENEPOINT DIMMER:**  
  - RD15TE-AWYA  
  - 0.1%  
  - HE TRIM

### Crestron
- **GLX-DIM6**  
  - 0.1%  
  - HE TRIM

### Le Grand
- **ADORN:**  
  - ADTP703TU(W4)  
  - 0.1%  
  - HE TRIM
- **ADORN WIRELESS:**  
  - ADTG700MMTU(W2)  
  - 0.1%  
  - HE TRIM

---

Component of a complete system including: Aion LED A-Track Light Engine, Aion LED A-Track housing with diffuser lens, & Aion LED driver (power supply). Dimmer not included. Approved dimmers, controls, power supplies, cable, & other components only. Contact Aion LED for questions regarding compatibility. Electrician installed. Strictly adhere to NEC & local building code. Limited 5-year warranty against manufacturing defects only, does not cover labor; voided by: inadequate ventilation, field modifications, installation by unqualified personnel, unapproved controls, drivers, cabling, other devices, not following installation guidelines & protocol, general negligence. Installder assumes all liability with regard to property & safety. This product is UL listed. See separate “Aion LED Warranty Terms” & additional instructional materials for more information. Authorized installers only. Systems tested prior to shipping.

---

Testing completed by Aion LED and various controls manufacturers to ensure compatibility.

**MLV FORWARD PHASE ONLY. DO NOT USE ADAPTIVE PHASE CONTROLS**

Low-end dimming minimum threshold varies by control and can be set when programming trim levels.

Use high-end trim (HE Trim) to eliminate dead travel, set low trim to lowest level dimmer will allow.

*Lowest dim levels achieved with little or no LE Trim. Dimmer manufacturers may recommend setting LE Trim higher to increase start time when necessary.